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Funding Long-Term Care: Is There a Way to Ensure That Our Assets Will Last Longer Than We Will?

Long-term care is a subject of great concern to most elders. Stripping away the emotional hype and confusing lingo surrounding this topic is essential to making sound decisions. This article pares away all the extraneous complications and lays out the options that are currently available to elders, paying particular attention to the methods available to fund long-term care if or when it is needed.

By Nathalie D. Martin

Nathalie D. Martin is an associate professor of law at the University of New Mexico School of Law. A longer version of this article was published in the Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Public Policy and is reprinted here with permission.

Introduction

It is natural to want to fight against nature's most dirty trick, aging, and its ultimate result, death. Ironically, it is not death itself that many people fear most today. Rather, they fear that their long-term care costs will outstrip their assets, leaving them without sufficient funds to pay for these needs. Many aging people are asking themselves, "How will I survive and who will care for me when I cannot care for myself?" This concern has seniors scrambling for options, things that will help them hedge against this risk.

The number of people concerned with this issue is growing by leaps and bounds. The population is aging rapidly due to improvements in health care. By the year 2030, 18 percent of the population will be over 65 years old.1 Regardless of how one feels about having the middle-class use Medicaid to cover long-term care needs, these statistics clarify the obvious: Medicaid cannot fund long-term care for the entire population. The system will simply go bankrupt if a large portion of the growing elderly population must rely on the wages of the rest of the population to fund their long-term care costs. The problem is that very few elders can afford to pay for their own care either, the costs for which are astronomical.

This article examines the options available to seniors for financing long-term care. It specifically explores the options for ensuring that one's personal funds are not outstripped by future long-term care
needs. No doubt, as baby-boomers age and prepare to move into the growing senior population themselves, many of them will put creative energy into solving this problem. We can only hope that this is true, given that the issue of how long-term care will be funded in the future is as difficult an issue as any other we have encountered as a society.

Medicare does not cover most home-health care or most nursing home stays, but most seniors do not know this. Health care is covered by Medicare, as well as by a Medicare gap insurance policy that covers costs not picked up by Medicare (Medigap). Health care is not the same as long-term care. Health care includes visiting doctors and hospitals, and seeking other medical care for specific ailments. Long-term care, on the other hand, is defined as the need for assistance with two or more of the following tasks: eating, moving from the bed to a chair, using the restroom, bathing, or dressing. Long-term care includes a spectrum of means of providing assistance for these needs, from home-health care, to minimal health care provided with residential services, to full-blown nursing care services. While health-care costs are covered by Medicare and Medigap policies, long-term care generally is not.

These long-term care costs can be covered in three general ways:

1. They can be paid for with private funds;
2. They can be paid for from private funds as long as the funds last, and then paid for by Medicaid; or
3. They can be paid through long-term care (LTC) insurance.

LTC policies are only valuable to the extent that seniors can afford to continue paying the premiums until they actually need the care. There is also a fourth option for financing long-term care which is to contract with a continuing-care facility (CCF). Although this type of arrangement works off a different model, like LTC insurance, it attempts to contain long-term nursing care costs. This option allows a person to pay a substantial up-front fee, in exchange for guaranteed nursing-care for the rest of his or her life. Continuing-care facilities provide stepped-up care as the person ages. At first, the person lives in an independent apartment for which a monthly rent is paid. When additional care is needed, it is provided on site. There is no need to move out of the complex, thus eliminating reliance on family members and others and providing peace of mind about the future.

The Housing Options
We would all probably prefer to live in our own homes for our entire lives, if this were possible. As a next choice, most of us would probably prefer to live with children or other family members, once we can no longer care for ourselves. This option can make a person feel guilty about imposing on others and can also result in a loss of independence. As far as options go, being shipped off to a nursing home would be most people's very last choice. Today there are many excellent alternatives to traditional nursing homes.

Assisted-Living Facilities
One option is called assisted living. Residents pay rent for a typical apartment, and on-site services and facilities often include meals, social events, transportation, and general housekeeping. Residents can also purchase home-care assistance for their daily needs. Residents pay for services on a monthly basis, and there is no up-front fee. Because residents pay for the services as they receive them, these arrangements do not help manage future long-term care costs in any way. Compared to traditional nursing homes that also do nothing to contain these costs however, assisted-living facilities are far more pleasant. Everyone who resides in such a facility can more or less take care of themselves, and residents live with companionship, freedom, and independence.

There are between 20,000 and 30,000 assisted-living facilities in the United States, which house 25 percent of the 2.2 million seniors who live in senior housing. Given that they are relatively new, these arrangements are incredibly popular. They do have a significant downside, however. Once residents can no longer take care of themselves with relatively little assistance, they are required to leave the facility, typically for a traditional nursing home. Thus, while assisted living is a pleasant, though expensive, alternative for many seniors, using this option nearly always results in future relocation, something few seniors relish.

Continuing-Care Facilities
The other major alternative to a traditional nursing home is the continuing-care facility. These facilities
combine traditional nursing home care with independent living, and every imaginable level of care in between, all at one facility. The facilities themselves can be quite upscale. While many CCFs are affordable only by the upper-middle class, some facilities are within the reach of the middle class as well. The reason CCFs are expensive is because they require the payment of a very substantial up-front fee, in exchange for a guarantee of lifetime nursing care.12 Residents also pay a monthly rental for their apartment, when they are living independently. Monthly fees are similar to those paid for assisted living, or perhaps a little less. Increases in monthly fees are often capped. Up-front fees vary greatly from state to state, but typically range from $80,000 to $200,000.

Every option has its downside, and the downside for CCFs is quite significant. Specifically, the large up-front entry fees that residents pay to live in these facilities are not protected from loss if a facility becomes insolvent. Thus, residents can lose large sums of money, even their life savings, when facilities fail financially.13 This industry desperately needs legislation that will force the facilities to become stronger financially, and will protect resident fees in the event of insolvency.

Home-Health Care for the Elderly
A third and final alternative to traditional nursing home care is not really an alternative. This option, home-health care, essentially puts off moving to a nursing home but does not necessarily preclude it. Because most seniors prefer to stay in their homes for as long as possible, there is now an enormous market for in-home assistance to the elderly, for daily tasks of every kind. Adult day care, which provides structured activities and social interactions for seniors who often cannot stay home alone all day, is also becoming popular. These options are referred to loosely as "community-based care." Community-based care seeks to avoid shipping the elderly off to separate facilities, instead allowing people to age in place. There is a great deal of optimism about the future of these arrangements and even a movement afoot to permit more of these services to be paid for by Medicare or Medicaid. While this prospect seems unlikely given the current system, proponents claim that providing these community and home-based services could ultimately be cheaper for taxpayers than traditional nursing care. If this could be established, I have no doubt that people would soon have more access to these services through public funding. This would be a great improvement for all but the most medically needy elderly people. As it stands, however, few of these community-based services are covered by Medicare or Medicaid.14 If seniors want to use them, they must pay for them from private funds or through an LTC insurance policy.

The Funding Options
The funding options for long-term care are not as plentiful as the housing options. They basically come in two flavors, private and public. Private funding of home-health care, nursing home care, and assisted living is a "pay as you go" proposition. You pay for the services you need for as long as you need them, and hope and pray that your life span does not exceed your savings. It is hard to know what to wish for in such a situation. While the extremely wealthy have nothing to fear, average middle-class Americans have to wish for either a miracle or a hasty demise, given that home-health care can run $20,000 to $40,000 or much more per year,13 assisted living can cost $25,000 to $60,000 a year,16 and a year in a nursing home now averages about $30,000 to $70,000 a year.17

There is always the option of divesting all assets voluntarily and becoming eligible for Medicaid. Most of us know someone who has done this, although I doubt that voluntary divestment abuse is as much of a problem as some people seem to think it is.18 Given how quickly most people's assets are dissipated by paying for nursing care, it is not surprising that paying for it with private funds seems wasteful on some level. The private funds often cover a mere fraction of the costs anyway.

Yet very emotional debates are raging over whether middle-class people should be able to use Medicaid to cover their long-term care costs. People disagree about whether "Medicaid estate planning" constitutes wise financial planning or serious moral transgression. This debate has continued, despite the fact that in 1996, Congress took the unprecedented step of making it as federal crime to give away assets or set up trusts to qualify for Medicaid.19 This provision, nicknamed by opponents as the "Granny Goes to Jail Law," was actually targeted at sanctioning lawyers who help people make such transfers.20 Whether the law would actually be enforced against an elderly person remains to be seen.
Regardless of these criminal sanctions, transferring away all of one's assets has formidable downsides. First, I doubt that many elderly people actually want to transfer away all their assets. Doing so gives up complete control over where the person goes, what the person can buy for personal use and for others, and how the person spends his or her days. It is a complete step away from independence, regardless of how much an elder trusts his or her children. It is often an irreversible step as well.

The biggest reason not to transfer away all of one's assets, however, is that the care received under Medicaid may be inferior to that purchased with private funds. The more desirable forms of care, assisted living and home-health care, for example, generally are not covered under Medicaid. Moreover, even if traditional nursing care is to be used, a Medicaid recipient's choice of nursing care facilities may be severely limited. In some areas, the only Medicaid beds available are located in poorly funded places, in bad neighborhoods, clearly the stuff nightmares are made of.

Assuming neither of the financial risks discussed in this section are acceptable, namely the risk of running out of private funds for long-term care or the risk of simply living with the care provided by Medicaid, many seniors (and seniors-to-be) are desperately seeking ways to spread the risk of loss for long-term care. The only options currently available to address the financial risk of aging beyond one's savings are (1) purchasing and maintaining LTC insurance, and (2) entering into a continuing-care contract. Each of these risk-spreading options has significant weaknesses.

**Long-Term Care Insurance**

The same law that threatened to send Granny to jail, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), gave purchasers of some long-term care insurance policies certain tax benefits, in order to induce people to buy the insurance policies. These benefits became effective as of January 1997. The payments made for the policies are excluded from taxation, as are many of the benefits paid under the policies. This law was passed to induce people to find affordable alternatives to funding long-term care. The rationale was that if more people were to take out LTC policies, fewer would need to resort to Medicaid for long-term care. Thus, Medicaid funds could be reserved for the truly needy.

The idea of purchasing insurance to cover the costs of long-term care is excellent in theory, but has been somewhat problematic in practice. The first problem, which has no obvious cure, is that few people can afford to purchase and maintain LTC insurance premiums. A typical policy, that contains meaningful but basic coverage and benefits, can cost a 65-year-old between $2,600 and $7,000 a year. According to one study, only 25 percent of consumers in any state could afford the cost of basic, long-term care insurance. Even those policies that are affordable today may not be affordable tomorrow, because rates can and do continue to rise as a person ages. This is true even if the policies purport to have a flat premium rate.

Policies also vary so significantly that many consumers have no idea what they are buying. Unlike Medicare and Medigap insurance, LTC policies can cover many different levels of long-term care, over a variety of periods of time. The policies sometimes cover home-health care services as well, but often, one can only use a portion of the policy's dollar value for home-health care. Most policies are indemnity policies that reimburse a set dollar amount of benefits for each day of care. There also is typically a waiting period, up to 100 days, during which the consumer must pay for his or her own nursing care, before the policy can be used. These waiting periods are similar to deductibles on other insurance policies.

While some of the policies provide that these different levels of care can be received in a variety of home and institutional settings, consumers need to read the policies extremely carefully. Not all policies are this flexible. The best policies on the market offer the consumer the greatest number of ways to use the policy when the time comes. Most of the products on the market, however, do not offer all of these options. Some policies cover rehabilitative care for temporary medical conditions, custodial care for long-term nursing care needs, and residential in-home care. One big benefit is that they can be used to fund care in settings other than traditional nursing homes. Consumers are particularly drawn by the possibility of insuring for future home-health care costs. Not every policy actually covers home-health care, however, and most policies that do cover this type of care place severe restrictions on the use of the policy in this way. Naturally, the policies that offer the greatest number of care options are also
the most expensive, because it is far more expensive for insurers to pay benefits for these more desirable options.

While there is no question that exorbitant rates keep people from buying LTC policies, insurers that offer the policies claim that the high rates are unavoidable. Two risks, adverse selection and induced demand, are the reasons insurers cite for the high rates. Adverse selection occurs when policies are purchased primarily by people who expect to need nursing care, not by the general population. This fills the pool with high-risk individuals, which pushes up the costs of premiums. The other risk, induced demand, results in what some call the “woodwork effect.” People who would not normally use the offered services come “out of the woodwork” and use the services, merely because they are available. LTC policies are medically underwritten, and insurers have found ways to contain costs. These cost-containment methods include increasing waiting periods, excluding many preexisting conditions from coverage, requiring prior hospitalization before benefits can be received under a policy, setting upper age limits for policy holders, and providing fewer benefits for noninstitutional care.

Needless to say, these cost-containment measures take away a great deal of the benefits provided by these policies. One way that Medicare contains costs for long-term care is by requiring that a person be hospitalized just prior to receiving long-term care. Because over two-thirds of the people who enter a nursing home are not coming from a hospital, their expenses are not covered by Medicare, and would similarly not be covered by many LTC insurance policies. Increasing waiting periods means that seniors still have to spend their nest egg on long-term care, despite having purchased LTC policies. Excluding services for preexisting conditions (and let’s face it, by the time we all reach age 65, who will not have at least one?) will further limit the number of services covered by the policy and reduce the policy’s value. Finally, some policies that are sold cannot be renewed past a certain age.

The two most important things that seniors can do to improve their chances of buying a useful policy are to purchase inflation protection and to make sure their policy is renewable. While most states now forbid the sale of any LTC policy that is nonrenewable, this is not required in all states. Thus, it is important to be sure that any policy purchased is indeed renewable. When guaranteed renewability is not required, this feature as well as inflation protection, is available through policy riders. These riders cap the amount that the premiums can increase and also guarantee that the policy holder will always be able to renew the policy.

An astronomically large percentage of LTC policies lapse before they are used, perhaps in part because consumers are not purchasing these riders. Yet insurance salespeople do not push inflation protection. Some agents cross off the provisions and others simply do a poor job explaining them. Salespeople discourage consumers from purchasing this protection in order to “keep the costs down.” Without inflation protection and guaranteed renewability, however, most policies are not worth much to the consumer.

Other important things consumers definitely need to consider when choosing an LTC policy include the types of care covered, the length of the waiting periods, the duration of time during which one can receive benefits of various kinds, any requirements regarding prior hospitalization, excluded preexisting conditions, the total dollar value of the policy, the daily benefits compared to the costs of various care in one’s community today, whether some kinds of care require consumers to pay a deductible, and whether the whole dollar value of the policy can be used for one form of care, or whether instead policy use is limited in some way.

Whether the current weaknesses in LTC insurance products can be overcome depends primarily on whether insurance carriers can find a way to make the policies affordable, while at the same time improving the products enough to make more people want to buy them. If the policies no longer required hospital stays, failed to exclude so many medical conditions, and were subject to strict caps regarding rate increases, perhaps more consumers would buy them. The question remains, however, whether insurance companies can actually sell a useful long-term care product at a rate that people can afford.

The Risks of Continuing-Care Contracts

The continuing-care contract, which has already been described in some length above, is a product that I would love to see improved. These arrangements have many benefits, and with a few improvements, could accomplish so many things for so many people. A continuing-care contract allows an aging person to prepay for nursing care, in a lump-sum fee, and
also to live in a pleasant, independent environment prior to needing nursing care. Continuing-care contracts are designed to achieve three goals:

1. To allow older people to live independently for as long as possible;
2. To avoid making them move to a different facility as their medical needs increase; and
3. To allow them to ensure against the risk that their nursing care needs will outstrip their available funds.

People choosing this option could someday be assured of stepped-up care as they age, a place to live for the rest of their lives, and complete assurance that they will be taken care of, regardless of their future financial condition.

The benefits to such an arrangement are obvious and the “insurance” component is one of the most desirable attributes. In a typical contract, most residents are guaranteed some future level of nursing care, ranging from contracts that provide for full nursing care into the future with little or no increase in the monthly payments, to guaranteed nursing care up to a certain dollar cap, to virtually no nursing care except that paid for in cash at the time services are rendered. Moreover, all levels of care are provided at one facility, eliminating the need to relocate later.

Before you sign up for such an arrangement yourself, or suggest that a client do so, you must first come to terms with the financial reality of these arrangements. Prepaying for any service is risky, but here the stakes are often life savings. Thus, one must pick a facility carefully, based on its current and future financial health. To do this, you must know what to look for.

One must first understand the way CCFs are financed and the various ways they spend residents’ up-front entry fees. Unfortunately, financial vulnerability is a very real concern in the CCF field, which has been notorious for financial failure. These failures are easily explained by the structure of the financial relationship between the CCF and its residents. Residents are charged up-front fees based on physical exams and amortization schedules. These fees are used for a number of things, including building the facility for new CCFs and improving the existing facility for established CCFs. How these entrance funds are managed will in large part determine the financial health of the facility. Another factor in financial health is the balance between the up-front fees and the monthly fees. Unless investments are extremely successful, large up-front fees cause the facility to rely on resident turnover to stay afloat.

The CCFs’ financial goal should be to set money aside from entrance fees to meet the future needs of these residents. In the past, however, many facilities have used the proceeds of new contracts to meet current obligations to existing residents. To remain viable, a facility must set aside a portion of the funds received to care for residents in later years, when resident health care costs are far higher. The facility cannot view surplus cash as profits, given these costs, which are essentially defined financial obligations.

If a CCF fails financially, residents lose their investments in lifetime nursing care. As daunting as this sounds, this option is still worth considering. Continuing-care contracts may still provide valuable benefits to some elderly people. The most important thing residents can do to protect themselves is visit desirable facilities and talk to other residents. Then, talk to management. Ask informed questions about the facility’s use of residents’ fees, as well as its financial condition. While you can never know exactly what the future holds, a long and successful track record is obviously a good sign.

It is also important to realize that future nursing care could be very costly for the facility. Consequently, it is probably best to avoid facilities with unbelievably low rates. While none of these precautions can ensure that a person will be protected if the chosen facility becomes insolvent, few things in life are certain anyway. Entering into such a contract may well be worth the risk. Better yet, if you can wait a few years, regulation in this area is likely to improve greatly.

Conclusion

The United States is aging rapidly and, as a result, the options for senior housing have expanded far beyond the traditional nursing home. Many of the new options allow seniors to live active, independent lives far more easily than in the past. As the human life span expands, however, many of us have lingering concerns about financing this future care. Unfortunately, the options for financing future nursing care have been less plentiful than the living arrangements. The simple reality is that long-term care is incredibly expensive, whether it is paid for
privately or publicly. Both of the currently available options for spreading the risk of these costs, long-term care insurance and continuing-care contracts, create their own financial risks. It is time to take steps to improve these options, and as well as to create additional ways to spread the risk of long-term care.
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